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Council of the European Central Bank (ECB)
agreed some key changes to its monetary policy
stance. While key interest rates remain unchanged,
additional measures were announced relating to
the pandemic emergency purchase programme
(PEPP) and targeted longer-term refinancing
operations (TLTROs), among others.
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Key highlights
The European Central Bank expanded its massive monetary stimulus program by another 500 billion euros (USD $605
billion), as a second wave of lockdown measures weighs on the euro area’s economic recovery.
The total asset purchase value is now 1.85 trillion euros, and the ECB extended the horizon for purchases under the PEPP to
March 2022. Reinvestments of assets maturing from the PEPP have also been extended until the end of 2023. In addition, the
total amount that counterparties could borrow in TLTRO III has been increased to 55% of their stock of eligible loans.

In a statement following the decision, the ECB said it would conduct net purchases until its Governing Council judges that the
“coronavirus crisis phase is over,” and restated that interest rates would remain at their current low levels until the central
bank sees the inflation outlook “robustly converge” to its target of “close to, but below” 2%.
The ECB said it would “continue to monitor developments in the exchange rate with regard to their possible implications for
the medium-term inflation outlook.” ECB President Christine Lagarde restated in a subsequent news conference that the euro
zone’s central bank does not target the exchange rate.
During the press conference, President Lagarde outlined the central bank’s new economic forecasts, including small
reductions in inflation expectations for 2021 and 2022. The new forecast for GDP growth this year is -7.3%, with 3.9%
expected in 2021 and 4.2% in 2022.
These changes were expected given the second wave of the virus spreading throughout Europe. Uncertainty remains high and
risks remain tilted to the downside, while inflation is likely to remain negative into early 2021, when the temporary German
VAT reduction ends, before rebounding. ECB President Lagarde then went on to say that price pressures are likely to remain
subdued due to the higher exchange rate (€ @ USD$1.21) and weaker demand.

In Money Markets the PEPP is likely to keep a lid on credit spreads whilst the TLTRO’s are likely to keep downward pressure on
Euribors throughout the whole of next year and in to 2022. Previously there was an expectation that with the end of the
special interest rate period in June 21 we may have seen yields begin to pick up, this has now been pushed to mid 2022.

Rates

Current
(10 December 2020)

Previous
(30 October 2020)

Overnight repo rates

-0.68% - -0.58%

-0.63% - -0.54%

Overnight deposit rates

-0.65% - -0.55%

-0.6% - -0.53%

3 month indicative Euro Commercial Paper (ECP) level

-0.69% - -0.56%

-0.54 - -0.62

-0.53 – -0.61%

-0.55% –0.49%

1 year indicative ECP level

Source: BlackRock, using Bloomberg data, as at 10 December 2020. Where $ is used, this refers to US Dollars.
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BlackRock ICS Euro Government Liquidity Fund
Short-Term Public Debt Constant NAV (CNAV) Fund
November saw positive news of vaccine testing pushing rates initially higher before being tempered by the reality that rates
will still need to remain low for some time to deal with the economic fallout of COVID. In the Euro bill market this was
reflected in cheaper auctions for the first two weeks of the month but then saw levels trend back to the -0.65% to -0.70%
range for core Sovereigns. With year-end now the major focus we expect bills to continue to richen as we move into
December with negative supply dynamics expected. Fund AUM in November remained range-bound between €100 million
to €110 million. The fund favours French bonds and bills currently due to better relative value characteristics along with
continued allocations to overnight repurchase agreements seeking to maintain good liquidity. With some risks fading we
have marginally extended fund weighted average maturity’s (WAM’s) closer to the 40-day range and looking forward will
expect to maintain this duration as we manage potential year-end flows and more stressed market conditions.

BlackRock ICS Euro Liquidity Fund / BlackRock ICS Euro Liquid Environmentally
Aware Fund (LEAF)
Short-Term Low Volatility NAV (LVNAV) Fund / Short-Term Variable NAV (ST VNAV) Fund
There were strong inflows in the last two weeks of the month, as the risk-on move sparked by the outcome of the US election
and positive vaccine news was replaced by the reality that rates will need to remain low for some time to deal with the
economic fallout of COVID. Financials continued to richen throughout November, helping to drive Euribors down to yet new
all-time lows, whilst rate cut expectations faded with most commentary from the ECB falling on the side of changes to the
PEPP and TLTRO’s. With some of the risks we had been positioning for fading, and with an eye on year-end, we reduced
weekly liquidity from 60% down to 50%, whilst increasing Weighted Average Maturity’s from 35 to 45 days. The ECB
signified their willingness to maintain a dovish stance tweaking both PEPP and TLTRO’s. This should keep downward
pressure on rates as we head into next year. With issuance likely to deteriorate towards the end of December we will be
targeting WAM’s around 45 days and weekly liquidity in the 45% to 50% range, with the onus being on managing liquidity
over year-end.

BlackRock ICS Euro Ultra Short Bond Fund
Standard Variable NAV (VNAV) Fund
With the US elections behind us and the positive developments of a series of coronavirus vaccines we have turned more
positive and have started to add back small amounts of risk in the portfolio.
Against this backdrop, we have reduced our daily liquidity from around 28% to 22% but it remains overall relatively high.
Early November, we added duration by buying 1y and 9m ECPs and have also increased the spread duration by participating
in a Floating Rate Note new issue. The remaining investments were done in the lower credit tier, A2/P2 at the front end of the
curve, typically within 3-month maturity. As a consequence, our duration increased marginally from 0.14y to 0.17y over the
month but remains short mainly due to low yields and the market exception of a rate cut. The ECB signified their willingness
to maintain a dovish stance tweaking both PEPP and TLTRO’s. This should keep downward pressure on rates as we head
into next year. The spread duration of the fund stands at 0.50y at the end of the month, slightly higher than 0.47y for the
previous month.
European Commercial Paper (ECP) levels stabilized in November with most of the ECP yields being unchanged to 1 bp lower
while credit spreads tightened during the month on the back of the vaccine news, which should have a positive impact on
this month's performance.
A Money Market Fund (MMF) is not a guaranteed investment vehicle. An investment in MMFs is different from an
investment in deposits; the principal invested in an MMF is capable of fluctuation and the risk of loss of the principal is to be
borne by the investor. The MMF does not rely on external support for guaranteeing the liquidity of the MMF or stabilising the
NAV per share.
Source: BlackRock, using Bloomberg data, as at 10th December 2020.
The opinions expressed are as of 10 December 2020 and are subject to change at any time due to changes in market or
economic conditions. There is no guarantee that any forecasts made will come to pass.
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Risks
Capital at risk. The value of investments and the income from them can fall as well as rise and are not guaranteed. You
may not get back the amount originally invested.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future results and should not be the sole factor of consideration
when selecting a product or strategy.
Changes in the rates of exchange between currencies may cause the value of investments to diminish or increase.
Fluctuation may be particularly marked in the case of a higher volatility fund and the value of an investment may fall
suddenly and substantially. Levels and basis of taxation may change from time to time.

Fund-specific risks
The indicator is based on historical data and may not be a reliable indication of the future risk profile of the Fund. The
risk category shown is not guaranteed and may change over time. The lowest category does not mean risk free. The Fund
is rated one due to the nature of its investments which include the risks listed below. These factors may impact the value
of the Fund’s investments or expose the Fund to losses.
Short-Term Money Market Funds do not generally experience extreme price variations. Changes in interest rates will
impact the Fund. Standard Money Market Funds do not generally experience extreme price variations. Changes in
interest rates will impact the Fund. Levels of credit risk are affected by longer weighted average maturity and weighted
average life of the Fund.
Counterparty Risk: The insolvency of any institutions providing services such as safekeeping of assets or acting as
counterparty to derivatives or other instruments, may expose the Fund to financial loss.
Credit Risk: The issuer of a financial asset held within the Fund may not pay income or repay capital to the Fund when
due.
Accumulating Share Class Risk (Accumulating and Accumulating T0 Share Classes): On any day where the net return
(i.e. return less costs and expenses) of the Fund is negative an Accumulating Share Class of the fund will see a decrease
in the NAV per Share.

Important information
This material is for distribution to Professional Clients (as defined by the Financial Conduct Authority or MiFID Rules)
only and should not be relied upon by any other persons.
Until 31 December 2020, issued by BlackRock Investment Management (UK) Limited, authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority. Registered office: 12 Throgmorton Avenue, London, EC2N 2DL. Tel: + 44 (0)20 7743 3000.
Registered in England and Wales No. 02020394. For your protection telephone calls are usually recorded. Please refer to
the Financial Conduct Authority website for a list of authorised activities conducted by BlackRock.

From 1 January 2021, in the event the United Kingdom and the European Union do not enter into an arrangement which
permits United Kingdom firms to offer and provide financial services into the European Economic Area, the issuer of this
material is:
(i) BlackRock Investment Management (UK) Limited for all outside of the European Economic Area; and
(ii) BlackRock (Netherlands) B.V. for in the European Economic Area,
BlackRock (Netherlands) B.V. is authorised and regulated by the Netherlands Authority for the Financial Markets.
Registered office Amstelplein 1, 1096 HA, Amsterdam, Tel: 020 – 549 5200, Tel: 31-20-549-5200. Trade Register No.
17068311 For your protection telephone calls are usually recorded. .
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Important information
Any research in this document has been procured and may have been acted on by BlackRock for its own purpose. The results
of such research are being made available only incidentally. The views expressed do not constitute investment or any other
advice and are subject to change. They do not necessarily reflect the views of any company in the BlackRock Group or any part
thereof and no assurances are made as to their accuracy
This document is for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer or invitation to anyone to invest in any
BlackRock funds and has not been prepared in connection with any such offer.
The Institutional Cash Series plc (the “Company”) is an investment company with variable capital and having segregated
liability between its funds incorporated with limited liability under the laws of Ireland. The Company is an umbrella
undertaking for collective investment in transferable securities (UCITS) governed by Irish law and authorised by the Central
Bank of Ireland.
Nothing herein constitutes an offer to invest in the Institutional Cash Series plc (“The Company”). Any decision to invest must
be based solely on the information contained in the Company’s Prospectus, Key Investor Information Document and the
latest half-yearly report and unaudited accounts and/or annual report and audited accounts. Investors should read the fund
specific risks in the Key Investor Information Document. The distribution of this information in certain jurisdictions may be
restricted and, persons into whose possession this information comes are required to inform themselves about and to observe
such restrictions. Prospective investors should take their own independent advice prior to making a decision to invest in this
fund about the suitability of the fund for their particular circumstances, including in relation to taxation, and should inform
themselves as to the legal requirements of applying for an investment.
Investments in the fund are not deposits with a bank or deposit-taking institution. While distributing shares of the fund seek
to maintain a stable net asset value per share, investors may lose money by investing in the funds.
Austria: For further information, the prospectus, Key Investor Information Document, annual report and semi-annual report
can be obtained free of charge in hardcopy form from the Austrian paying agent: Raiffeisen Zentralbank Österreich AG, A1030 Vienna, Am Stadtpark 9.
Finland: The prospectus (in English language) and KIID (in Finnish language) are available at BlackRock Investment
Management (UK) Limited.

Germany: This is a financial promotion. For further information, the prospectus, Key Investor Information Document, annual
report and semi-annual report can be obtained free of charge in hardcopy form from the German information centre:
BlackRock Investment Management (UK) Limited German Branch, Frankfurt am Main, Bockenheimer Landstraße 2–4, 60306
Frankfurt am Main.The paying agent in Germany is J.P. Morgan AG, CIB / Investor Services – Trustee & Fiduciary, Taunustor 1
(Taunus Turm), D-60310 Frankfurt am Main.
Netherlands: The risk indicator may not be a reliable indication of the future risk profile of the fund. The risk category shown
is not guaranteed and may change over time. The lowest category does not mean risk free.
The Fund is a UCITS (icbe) as defined in section 1:1 Financial Markets Supervision Act (Wet op het financieel toezicht;
"FMSA"). The Fund and its sub funds are listed in the register as defined in section 1:107 FMSA. Please refer to the Key
Investor Information Document (essentiële beleggersinformatie; "EBI") for further information about the Fund and its sub
funds. The prospectus and EBI of the Fund and its sub funds are available on BlackRock's website, www.BlackRock.nl. All
financial investments contain a certain risk. The value of the assets managed by the Fund and its sub funds may greatly
fluctuate as a result of the investment policy and your initial investment is not guaranteed.
Norway: The prospectus and KIID are available at BlackRock Investment Management (UK) Limited.
Spain: Certain funds mentioned here are registered for distribution in Spain. In Spain, the Institutional Cash Series PLC range
is registered with the number 542 in the Comisión Nacional del Mercado de Valores de España (CNMV) and the Prospectus
for each registered fund has been registered with the CNMV. No securities regulator in any country within Spain has
confirmed the accuracy of any information contained herein.
Sweden: The prospectus and KIID are available at BlackRock Investment Management (UK) Limited, Stockholm branch,
Norrlandsgatan 16, 111 43 Stockholm, Sweden. Investors should read the KIID before making an investment decision.
Switzerland: This document is marketing material. This document shall be exclusively made available to, and directed at,
qualified investors as defined in the Swiss Collective Investment Schemes Act of 23 June 2006, as amended.
The Institutional Cash Series plc (ICS) is domiciled in Ireland. BlackRock Asset Management Schweiz AG, Bahnhofstrasse 39,
CH-8001 Zurich, is the Swiss Representative and State Street Bank International GmbH, Munich, Zurich Branch,
Beethovenstrasse 19, CH-8002 Zürich, the Swiss Paying Agent. The Prospectus, Key Investor Information Document, the
Articles of Incorporation, the latest and any previous annual and semi-annual reports are available free of charge from the
Swiss Representative. Investors should read the fund specific risks in the Key Investor Information Document and the
Prospectus.
© 2020 BlackRock, Inc. All Rights reserved. BLACKROCK, BLACKROCK SOLUTIONS, iSHARES, BUILD ON BLACKROCK and
SO WHAT DO I DO WITH MY MONEY are trademarks of BlackRock, Inc. or its subsidiaries in the United States and elsewhere.
All other trademarks are those of their respective owners.
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